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Overview
Introduction

Tyne Cost Management believe that we are
able to offer the construction industry
cost-effective solutions to Quantity
Surveying & Commercial Management
Our years of dedicated work together
with our track record are confirmation of
our commitment and intent to provide
unsurpassed support to our clients
in order to complete projects on time,
within the required budget and to our
client's expectations.
Tyne Cost Management are proud of our evergrowing reputation and client base which
have benefited from the first-rate services
which we offer.
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Tyne Cost Management has been structured with the goal of providing
Quantity Surveying & Commercial Management Services with the
utmost care and professionalism offered as cost effective solutions at
such levels which we do not believe our international counterparts
are able to compete.
Our offices have been established in locations where we have been
able to utilise local resources bearing the necessary qualifications and
international experience, whilst under the supervision of professional
UK management.
We also have qualified and professional Quantity Surveying & Commercial Management personal posted or able to travel to all regions of
the globe to offer on hand services to meet all particular needs.
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Services
Bill of Quantities /Quantity Verification

BILL OF QUANTITIES PRODUCTION
The most popular service which is offered by Tyne Cost Management is our great ability to produce Bills of Quantities to the highest international
standards at extremely economical costs to our clients. Our British supervised Sri Lankan based team of expertly qualified and experienced
Quantity Surveyors are meticulous in their approach to taking-off quantities and preparing Bills of Quantities or Schedules of Rates.
Our team are able to customise the final documentation to our client's satisfaction and are also fluent in the use of the following international
standard forms of measurement:
Standard Method of Measurement
Version 7 (SMM7)
Principles of Measurement International (POMI)
Civil Engineering Standard Method of
Measurement – 3rd Edition (CESMM3)
Australian Standard Method of
Measurement of Building Works
American Standard Method of
Measurement of Building Works
BOMA Standard Methods of Measurement
Government of Hong Kong Standard Method
of Measurement for Civil Engineering Works
Southern Africa Edition of Civil Engineering
Standard Method of Measurement
Qatar Standard Method of Measurement
Singapore Standard Method of
Measurement for Building Works
Malaysian Standard Method of
Measurement for Civil Work

QUANTITY VERIFICATION
This service proves to be extremely popular for both developers and contractors alike. Our British supervised
Sri Lankan based team of expertly qualified and experienced Quantity Surveyors are meticulous in their approach to
taking-off quantities. In doing so, Tyne Cost Management are able to offer our clients further confidence in a Bill
of Quantities or Schedule or Rates prepared by a third party.
Developers, employers and consultants for various reasons often bear a lack of confidence in a set of quantities and may
wish for a further independent verification exercise to be executed.
Contractors regularly receive quantities taken-off by others for the use in tenders, contract variations, etc.
It is imperative that a contractor is satisfied as to the accuracy of the quantities which he is pricing. This can be achieved
with a further independent verification.
To ensure total confidence Tyne Cost Management are able to offer our clients the option of carrying out our own complete
take-off of the quantities of all elements of the Project for comparison against the quantities in question.
Tyne Cost Management are also able to offer the service of the initial measurement of the quantities associated with high value
items of work. If the quantities in question appear accurate then confidence can be drawn that the remaining quantities
bear similar accuracy. If not, then further verification may follow.
Tyne Cost Management are also able to verify descriptions if items inserted into Bill of Quantities or Schedules of Rates in
comparison to the drawing and specification descriptions to which they relate.

“An accurately prepared Bill of Quantities or Schedule of Rates can save confusion,
disruption and dispute, together with time and cost further along the line.”
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Services
Cost Management

Cost management is an essential part of the entire design
and construction process of any scheme.
Tyne Cost Management maintain experience
procedures in the following key areas.
FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Tyne Cost Management provide in depth estimates based upon local market cost data from the
initial concept of any project to offer clients an insight into the feasibility of their scheme.
It is essential that the viability of any project is recognised before any major expenditure
and commitments are made. A feasibility study forms a critical part of this process.

BENCHMARKING
Benchmarking is a key element of the cost management process which assists
in the identification of best practice methods with the aim of improving the
performance of a scheme. Tyne Cost Management are able to benchmark a
specific scheme against comparable projects. In doing so, reassurances
may be drawn that the scheme is following a similar path to those
previously and successfully completed projects.

COST PLANNING
Cost planning not only develops the understanding of a project's cost but also
assists in the budgeting and overall cost control of a project. The cost planning
process commences at the concept stage of a project where the initial concept cost plan
is created.The cost plan may then develop with the design. Tyne Cost Management work closely
with the project designers to fully understand all elements, difficulties and risks involved
with both the design and construction. We are then able to quantify these elements into costs
using our own experience and cost data together with global market research. Projects are
very rarely created with unlimited budgets so it is critical that the costs involved
with any scheme are correctly monitored and planned in line with the budget. Cost planning is also
vital to allow clients and their design team to make informed and rational decisions.

LIFE CYCLE COSTING
Life Cycle Costing exercises are able to offer a developer an insight into the overall cost of a project from
acquiring the required plot and its construction, through to the operation and maintenance costs over its lifespan.
Commercial, operational and sustainability advantages can be gained in adopting a life cycle costing approach from the
outset. Life cycle costing is regularly coupled with Value Engineering exercises to result in the design criteria which optimise
the value and cost of a project through to its disposal, either by sale or redevelopment.
CASH FLOW FORECASTING
The cash flow of any scheme may be as critical an issue to manage as the actual budget itself. Although a client and his team
may understand the overall cost involved in executing a project they will often be keen to determine at which stages the costs
are to be incurred. Tyne Cost Management are able to forecast cash flow and expenditure throughout both the design and
construction stages of a project. By highlighting predicted inflation within the forecasts and showing the impact of possible
early orders clients are able to take action as necessary to manage the overall cost of a project.
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Services
Risk Management / Tender & Contract

RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is the identification, assessment, and prioritisation of risks followed
by coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the
probability and/or impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the realisation of opportunities.
Understanding risk allows mitigation strategies to be adopted in anticipation of any issue arising.
The strategies to manage risk typically include transferring the risk to another party, avoiding the
risk, reducing the negative effect or probability of the risk, or even accepting some or all of the
potential or actual consequences of a particular risk. Tyne Cost Management are able to undertake
a lead role within the team to identify risk a project faces and coordinate with all parties to assess
and control any potential impact through workshops and registers to give our client a
better understanding of the risk and how it may development throughout the project.

TENDER & CONTRACT DOCUMENT PREPARATION
Tyne Cost Management are able to prepare comprehensive and accurate tender documentation
which may include a schedule of works or specifications and drawings, together with bills of
quantities, preambles, preliminaries and the Client's standard and particular contractual
requirements. We are able to propose our own forms of tender documentation or implement
our clients specific requirements. Tyne Cost Management understand the often rigorous project
controls which determine short time scales to execute both tender and contract documentation
and we proactively work to achieve these goals.
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Services
Project Control / Contract Administration

PROJECT CONTROL
The successful performance of a project depends on appropriate
planning. The execution of a project is based on a robust project
plan and can only be achieved through an effective schedule
control methodology. It is also widely recognised that
planning and monitoring plays a major role as the cause
of project failures. It has been repeatedly proven that
project performance can be enhanced if systematic
project controls are adopted from the outset. Tyne Cost
Management nowledge the importance of a project
controls system in the current market place and we are
able to offer this service in the effective management and
control of project costs, schedules and completion.

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
Contract administration is the process of each party to the contract complying
with their own obligations and responsibilities under the contract and ensuring
that the other party acts likewise. In doing so, each party is able to
maintain their own rights and entitlements. Tyne Cost Management's expertise
working as legal representatives provides us with the insight to understand the
requirement for administrating projects in strict accordance with the contract
and maintaining records and documentation as appropriate for day to day administration purposes as well as their potential need should any disputes arise further
down the line. Tyne Cost Management adopts a systematic approach to contract
administration in the preparation, review and analysis of the following
procedures:

Contract and Sub-Contract Tender
and Contract Documentation
Letters of Intent and Award
Progress Payments
• Contract Variations
• Claim Notices
• Construction Claims
Contractual Correspondence
Contemporary Records
• Document Control
• Document Management
• Dispute Avoi d ance
• Dispute Resolution
• Final Accounts
The employment of competent contract administrators on projects proves to be of great
benefi t in reducing the risk of disputes tuming formal. Should a formal dispute be unavoidable
then appropriate contract administration shall ensure that the correct records and
documentation are in place throughout the project to manage any such dispute at a later date.
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Services
Document Management/Dispute Avoidance

"It is important that the
possibility of disputes is
recognised and managed
from an early stage."
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Disputes are able to be resolved on the basis of facts.
Facts are generated from historical project documentation and contemporary records. Tyne Cost Management's contract administration services include for the
upkeep of such documentation and recordsfor potential
use further down the line.
Tyne Cost Management are also able to enter an ongoing
situation or dispute and undertake a complete project
review. By undertaking such review we are able to
analyse, collect, collate, produce and present the facts of
the situation or dispute.
Often when the facts of a case are properly presented
the dispute can then be correctlyunderstood and
resolved. Should this not be the case then.
Tyne Cost Management are able to recommendthe next
course of action to be taken in resolution of the dispute.

DISPUTE AVOIDANCE
The idea of a dispute arising is not is the best interests of any
party. Therefore, dispute avoidance should be more widely
adopted throughout the construction industry.
Dispute avoidance is best achieved through awareness,
records and communication allowing potential disputes to
be recognised, addressed and resolved as early as possible.
The earlier a dispute can be resolved or avoided often results
in expensive and timely formal dispute resolution procedures
being evaded. Dispute avoidance techniques can be adopted
from the outset of a project with clear and robust contracts
together with the implementation of effective project control
and monitoring procedures. Tyne Cost Management are able
to assist in the implementation of such procedures as well as
offering regular project audits to indentify and eradicate
potentialdisputes before they arise.
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Services
Dispute Resolution / Claim Preparation

"Tyne Cost Management are not only
able to assist in alternative dispute
resolution processes but we are also
able to offer guidance on the most
appropriate route to follow."
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION

CLAIM PREPARATION
& DEFENCE

Alternative dispute resolution processes are
a means for disputing parties to come to an
agreement without the need for expensive and
timely litigation. Parties are able to settle a dispute
through a third party outside of the judicial system.

Tyne Cost Management bear the knowledge, expertise
and understanding of the legal process involved
in the preparation and presentation for the
production and defence of construction claims
for recovery of delays and the losses and

ADJUDICATION
Adjudication is the process of an arbitrator or
judge taking a decision and determining the
rights and obligations between the disputing
parties involved on the basis of the evidence,
cases, arguments and reasoning put forward
by the opposing parties or litigants.

and support including forensic planning and
analysis together with quantification.
Tyne Cost Management can assist in the preparation
and defence of a full variety of claims including:
Contract Acceleration
Contract Variations
Delay & Disruption
Erroneous or Misleading Contract Documents
Force Majeure
Means & Methods
Payments
Production losses
Termination or Suspension
Tort
Unforeseeable Site Conditions
Work Rectification Costs

ARBITRATION
Arbitration is a proceeding in which an
impartial adjudicator is appointed to resolve a
dispute in a judicial manner. The Arbitrator is
appointed at the agreement of both disputing
parties and his decision is final and binding.
MEDIATION
Mediation is a non-adversarial process
conducted on a without prejudice basis.
The process is conducted informally and
confidentially whereby a mediator is able to
use his skills, knowledge and experience to
assist disputing parties to reach agreement.

Should our client be a developer, contractor,
sub-contractor or consultant, Tyne Cost Management
are equipped to provide the services necessary to
prepare or defend a construction claim relating to
any project .

Tyne Cost Management are not only able to assist
in alternative dispute resolution processes
the most appropriate route to follow.
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Through constant research and continued professional development,
Tyne Cost Management are continually improving our service and can offer
a wide range of advice on commercial and contractual aspects of the
construction industry.
Should any of our services be of interest then one of our senior representatives
would be pleased to offer further insight into the benefits which may be gained
through working with Tyne Cost Management.
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Conclusion
Highest Standards
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Tyne Cost Management
Concord Business Center
Bldg 20, 3rd Floor
Al Rawabeeh St, Muntazah,
Doha, Qatar
Tel: +974 55281241
support@tyne-trading.com
www.tyne-trading.com

